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Abstract

Incremental meeting temporal summarization,001
summarizing relevant information of partial002
multi-party meeting dialogue, is emerging as003
the next challenge in summarization research.004
Here we examine the extent to which human005
abstractive summaries of the preceding incre-006
ments (context) can be combined with extrac-007
tive meeting dialogue to generate abstractive008
summaries. We find that previous context im-009
proves ROUGE scores. Our findings further010
suggest that contexts begin to outweigh the011
dialogue. Using keyphrase extraction and se-012
mantic role labeling (SRL), we find that SRL013
captures relevant information without over-014
whelming the the model architecture. By com-015
pressing the previous contexts by ≈ 70%, we016
achieve better ROUGE scores over our base-017
line models. Collectively, these results suggest018
that context matters, as does the way in which019
context is presented to the model.020

1 Introduction021

In meetings, especially in a virtual setting, distrac-022

tions are common place and can last anywhere from023

a few seconds to minutes, impacting concentration024

and participation in the remainder of the meeting025

negatively. A note-taking tool designed to pro-026

vide temporally relevant summaries of what has027

happened in the last 2-3 minutes may mitigate the028

negative effects of distractions and interruptions.029

Missing a few minutes of content, rather than030

the whole meeting, provides unique challenges for031

current summarization tools. Instead of summariz-032

ing the main points of the meeting, a temporally-033

relevant summarization aid must instead capture034

relevant meeting content given previous events,035

even if those events would not be included in the036

full meeting summary. Such a tool may benefit037

from taking the past notes or summaries from meet-038

ing participants as context and incrementally up-039

dating the summaries for a specific time interval to040

capture relevant information that a distracted indi- 041

vidual would need to know to reintegrate into the 042

meeting. 043

The goal of this work is to investigate the ability 044

to incrementally summarize meetings, specifically 045

focusing on how a summarization tool may make 046

use of past summaries to increase the accuracy of 047

temporally-relevant abstractive summarization. 048

The task of incremental temporal summarization 049

in dialogue has two main aspects to it, i) The con- 050

tent being summarized has a temporal order–the 051

information evolves over time. ii) summaries build 052

upon or use the past context (transcriptions, sum- 053

maries, or human notes) to generate the summaries 054

for the current dialogue. A new dataset based on 055

incremental temporal summarization of the AMI 056

dataset, which we call the AMI-ITS, provides a 057

means to investigate incremental temporal summa- 058

rization of meeting dialogues. 059

Temporal summarization has been studied in 060

the context of summarizing news articles (Dang 061

and Owczarzak, 2008; McCreadie et al., 2014; 062

Aslam et al., 2015). In such a setting, the input 063

news articles that evolve over time are streamed in 064

chunks. The summarizer needs to either summa- 065

rize the new content or update the earlier generated 066

summary with the new information. While similar 067

to incremental temporal summarization (ITS) in 068

meetings scenario, additional challenges are asso- 069

ciated with the properties of human conversation 070

such as disfluencies and dyadic exchanges (ques- 071

tions and answers, acknowledgements, confirma- 072

tions etc.) where a contributions to the summaries 073

are from multiple interlocutors (Poesio and Rieser, 074

2010).The information also comes in smaller incre- 075

ments of time, and at a much faster rate than news 076

articles. Limited work has been done on temporal 077

summarization and incremental summarization in 078

multi-party meeting scenarios. 079

The main contribution of this work is to quan- 080

tify the impact of previous human generated sum- 081
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maries in improving meeting summarization. We082

specifically focus on how to best use previous sum-083

maries from earlier temporal summarization. This084

mimics the use of the meeting notes of individu-085

als to generate up to date summaries of meeting086

dialogue and provides the basis for an incremental087

summarization tool that works jointly with meet-088

ing participants in real time. We ask fundamental089

questions about how to use previous summaries by090

humans including whether meeting summaries or091

meeting dialogues should be prioritized as input to092

the model. We then look at how many summaries093

the model requires to most accurately summarize094

the most recent temporal chunks and conclude by095

showing that extracting meaningful information096

from past summaries through semantic role label-097

ing can further improve temporal summarization.098

Collectively this work shows that temporal sum-099

marization benefits from having a human in the100

loop and suggests ways to use human input most101

effectively.102

2 Related work103

Because of the differences between news articles104

and human dialogue, incremental summarization105

for meetings/dialogues provides unique challenges106

and requires novel approaches. Table 1 compares107

training examples and summarizations across a108

standard news corpus (CNN/DailyMail), scientific109

paper summarization (Pubmed), the AMI meeting110

corpus, and the temporal version of the AMI meet-111

ing corpus (AMI-ITS) which focuses on 100 sec-112

ond incremental temporal sequences from the AMI113

dataset and will be explained in more detail below.114

Not only are the meeting corpora much smaller in115

terms of training examples, the dialogue is much116

longer compared to news articles, averaging 4757117

words in the AMI meeting transcripts compared118

to 781 words for the news corpus. While meet-119

ings tend to be much longer in length than news120

articles, much of this information is considered121

non-extractive (i.e. not containing information rel-122

evant to the abstract summary). Incremental sum-123

marization is a noticeably different task than full124

meeting summarization, news summarization, and125

article summarization, with most of the words spo-126

ken being labeled as extractive. The summaries in127

the AMI-TS dataset are also longer than either the128

news corpus or the AMI corpus and the summaries129

are more than 25% of the overall extractive text.130

The novel challenge in temporal summarization131

for meeting dialogues is that much of the meeting 132

text is relevant in summarizing key events and con- 133

cepts of the previous 100 second chunks. These 134

differences suggest that the temporal summariza- 135

tion task is different from news summarization and 136

full meeting summarization in two main ways 1) 137

meetings have different properties than other types 138

of text and 2) temporal summarization is different 139

than summarizing a whole document. 140

Corpus doc. obs. words extract summary (%)

CNN/DM 312K 312K 781 382 56 (7.2%)
Pubmed 133K 278K 3016 - 203 (6.7%)
AMI 137 137 4,757 210 19 (0.4%)
AMI-ITS 49 924 262 162 67 (25.6%)

Table 1: Corpus statistics: number of documents, num-
ber examples, average number of words, proportion of
extractives and the average number of words in the ab-
stractive summary for each example.

Meeting Summarization. Much of the avail- 141

able summarization datasets exist for news arti- 142

cles summarization scenario (Narayan et al., 2018; 143

Dernoncourt et al., 2018). The news articles and 144

summaries for these news articles have a very dif- 145

ferent structure than meetings and dialogue. Dia- 146

logue summarization corpora (Carletta et al., 2005; 147

Janin et al., 2003; Lacson et al., 2006; Favre et al., 148

2015; Misra et al., 2015; Barker et al., 2016; Liu 149

et al., 2019a; Gliwa et al., 2019) have helped ac- 150

celerate the research in the area of conversational 151

summarization. Major differences exist between di- 152

alogue summarization and summarization of news 153

articles (Jung et al., 2019). News articles tend to 154

follow a structure in which the most relevant infor- 155

mation is contained early in the text. Meetings, by 156

definition, require engagement of multiple partici- 157

pants resulting in transcripts with different styles, 158

perspectives, and roles. Compared to news sum- 159

marization, labeled training data of meeting sum- 160

maries is also severely limited. Several models 161

have been developed recently focused on gener- 162

ating summaries for meetings and dialogues and 163

have achieved promising results (See for e.g. See 164

et al. (2017); Chen and Bansal (2018); Zhao et al. 165

(2019); Liu (2019); Zhang et al. (2020); Feng et al. 166

(2020); Zhu et al. (2020); Fabbri et al. (2021b)). 167

These models suggest that altering the input repre- 168

sentation, the model architecture and loss function 169

may all play a part in improving accuracy for sum- 170

marization of meetings. 171

Incremental Summarization. While meeting 172

summaries are limited by datasets, incremental tem- 173
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UI: and um n uh
UI: not to give too many options
UI: and and if possible  uh the buttons should give  a dr direct 
action  not first select
PM: uh
PM: you you just said um uh you wanted to to combine 
more functions in one
PM: so uh
UI: yeah
UI: many functions
PM: you you want to keep it simple
UI: and so that's where the difficulties lie 
Industrial designer (ID): yeah
Industrial designer (ID): but
PM: but i think that if you want to do that  then you can't 
escape the the fact that there will be buttons uh which gives  
uh more options than one 
UI: yeah

The Marketing Expert talks about
button layout, possibly having the
main keys be in the middle and
the LCD/menus on either the top
or bottom. The User Interface
expert asks if they wanna have a
menu display on the TV or just
the remote because it could be
confusing to have different
menus on both the TV and the
remote. …

The group discusses the remote's
functions and how to keep it
simple. The teletext button now
is too hard to find. If they want to
keep it simple there will be more
buttons.

This conversation is about getting
prepared for the design team members to
present their work that they worked on in
the last half hour. Before they start, the
Project manager brings up a Important
Email he has received from the
management Board. The Email contains
four points, the first of which is that the
management board thinks that teletext is
becoming or already is outdated

…
User Interface expert says they should
keep the remote simple, and that less is
more. They should ease down on the
functionality to keep it accessible to all
users. They recommend using big clear
buttons for main remote controls like
volume and channel switching for ease
and user friendliness, while putting more
advanced functions put away such as
behind a touch screen. …

…

0 100 i i+100 i+200 i+300

UI: if you
UI: where is it ? where the hell
UI: he here i guess
UI: and  yeah when you have to uh use something else 
UI: so just keep it simple
UI: make clear buttons  easy to use 
UI: for example if you want to use a play and back and 
stop
UI: that's very important 
UI: um well
UI: this was because of our last discussion
UI: if multiple machines are used  create easy switch 
between the machines
UI: you can use remote like this with all the functions
UI: but um it's no longer uh applying 
UI: well yeah
UI: i prefer to use it only for t_v_

UI: this
UI: so that's the thing you have to weigh against each other 
Industrial designer (ID): yeah 
Industrial designer (ID): but
UI: but  well
UI: do we want to use a few options and might not be so or 
original  or uh multi-purpose as we thought
PM: mm-hmm 
PM: okay 
UI: or do we want to use um many buttons 
UI: your thumb is a little bigger than th it than this 
UI: you have to be very careful what you push
UI: and um if you're looking for teletext you'll be uh searching 
for half an hour
UI: from
UI: uh um  yeah well

…

0 100 200 300 i i+100 i+200 N-200 N-100 NTime (sec)

Summary

Conver
-sation … …

Figure 1: Shows sample incremental temporal summaries from the corpus along with the conversation transcrip-
tions and extractives (in bold) as marked by a crowd-worker.

poral summarizations of meetings is even more174

limited. Instead of focusing on summarizing the175

full content of the meeting/dialogue, incremental176

summarization focuses on building incremental rep-177

resentations of the meetings rather than a full sum-178

mary at the end. Work in incremental dialogue179

processing has considered when to add additional180

information to an existing summary (McCreadie181

et al., 2014), how representations of individuals182

and topics can be influenced by time (Chen and183

Metze, 2012), considerations of turn taking (Zhu184

et al., 2020) and more (Zhong et al., 2021). While185

these models consider various aspects of incremen-186

tal and temporal summarization in the model design187

choices, evaluation often excludes incremental and188

temporal aspects.189

Recently, deep learning models (Li et al., 2019;190

Liu et al., 2019b) and especially transformer-based191

models, have achieved impressive performance in192

abstractive summarization task (Zhang et al., 2020;193

Raffel et al., 2020; Lewis et al., 2020; Zhu et al.,194

2020). Such transformer-based models are typi-195

cally pre-trained on a large dataset and then fine-196

tuned on a smaller dataset. In this work, we adopt197

a current state-of-the-art transformer architecture,198

BART, and utilize and evaluate transfer learning to199

generate temporally relevant summaries to meeting200

dialogue. Recent work focusing on meeting sum- 201

marization has suggested that a new architecture 202

(HMNet) may improve summarization on meeting 203

dialogue (Zhu et al., 2020). This work extends 204

transformer architectures to include a word level 205

transformer, to process and encode the word-level 206

dialogue, and a turn-based transformer which con- 207

siders the speaker role and sentence embeddings 208

from the word-level transformer. This model ar- 209

chitecture has achieved SOTA performance on the 210

AMI meeting corpus but has not been validated 211

on incremental summarization tasks. Our contribu- 212

tion is not to develop a new model architecture for 213

summarization or to outperform state-of-the-art but 214

rather to examine the role of previous summaries 215

on the ability to improve performance in later sum- 216

maries. We hope to understand the usefulness of 217

previous summaries (contexts) in accurately sum- 218

marizing the current temporal information. We 219

leave temporal summarization using such architec- 220

tures to future work. 221

3 Data 222

Our primary focus is on abstractive summarization 223

for incremental temporal scenarios. The incremen- 224

tal temporal summarization module takes the ut- 225

terances in the current time window as input. In 226
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this work, we focus on how best to use the past227

summaries (context) as input. Models are evalu-228

ated on temporal summaries capturing the last 100229

seconds of the meeting. While it has been shown230

that having previous temporal summaries is help-231

ful in accurately summarizing a specific context232

(Manuvinakurike et al., 2021), we investigate this233

question further by asking how much context is234

relevant and how to best use past context. We use235

these results to draw conclusions about the role of236

human summarization in model performance.237

AMI/AMI-ITS corpus: In this work, we rely238

heavily on a novel extension to the AMI-meeting239

dataset (Carletta et al., 2005) which we call the240

AMI-ITS dataset (Manuvinakurike et al., 2021).241

The meetings in the original AMI dataset consist of242

conversations between 4 role-playing participants243

(Project Manager (PM), Industrial Designer (ID),244

User Interface expert (UI), and Marketing expert245

(ME)) in a remote-control design scenario. Each246

group of 4 participants meet 4 times and continue247

the conversation forward from the previous ses-248

sions but often on a new agenda. The AMI corpus249

consists of extractive and abstractive summaries250

for the full conversation annotated by experts.251

The AMI-ITS dataset provides extractive and252

abstractive summaries for 100 second time dura-253

tions on a subset of the AMI meetings. Table 1254

indicates the number of 100 second chunks that255

were labeled in the AMI-ITS corpus and the av-256

erage number of tokens in the full text, extractive257

and abstractive summaries. We refer to the original258

AMI dataset, specifically the extractive and abstrac-259

tive summaries, as AMI and use the addition of260

ITS to indicate the incremental and temporal meet-261

ing dialog corpus. To build the AMI-TS corpus,262

individuals were presented with a 100 second dia-263

logue chunk. They also saw up to 3 summaries that264

captured the 3 preceding dialogue chunks. Partici-265

pants would check a box next to each line of text266

indicating whether or not the specific dialogue line267

was extractive, or relevant to the summary. They268

then provided a summary of the dialogue which269

was used as context for down-stream meeting dia-270

logues. Figure 1 shows a sample incremental tem-271

poral summary from the AMI-ITS dataset.272

We evaluate all models on their ability to predict273

abstractive summaries from AMI-ITS. In all cases,274

3 models of each type were trained to compute av-275

erage performance and estimate model variability.276

We select models to optimize ROUGE-1 recall val-277

ues but also report other measures. In total 42*3 278

models were trained for this work. 279

4 Models 280

Model Input/Output: The input to all models is 281

extractive meeting dialog. For this work, we use 282

human judgements of extractive sentences as la- 283

beled by participants in the AMI-ITS data collec- 284

tion pipeline. Previous work by Manuvinakurike 285

et al. (2021) showed that learning a highly accurate 286

automatic extractor given available training data is 287

possible with accuracy above 70%. Role informa- 288

tion (role, e.g. ‘Project Manager (PM):’) may be 289

included as part of the input as well. Work on dia- 290

log summarization indicates that role information is 291

important in abstractive summarizations (Zhu et al., 292

2020) and thus we include comparisons of role and 293

non-role labeled dialogues in our experiments. 294

Context: The main model variants investigate 295

the role of context in improving abstractive sum- 296

marization. We define context to be the number of 297

previous (human generated) abstractive summaries 298

provided to the model during training and predic- 299

tion. For example, our summarization model may 300

be asked to summarize the meeting events that hap- 301

pened between 1000 and 1100 seconds of a given 302

meeting. In this case, there are 10 previous con- 303

texts that the model can be provided. Because the 304

temporal summaries are focused on only the events 305

of 1000 to 1100 seconds, the summarization model 306

may not benefit from seeing summaries from the 307

first 0 to 100 seconds but may benefit from seeing 308

the summary from 900 to 1000 seconds. 309

In labeling our models and results, we include 310

the number of past summaries the model saw dur- 311

ing training. A context value of 0 indicates that 312

the summarization model was provided no sum- 313

maries from the past, whereas, a context value of 314

5 would indicate that summaries for the most re- 315

cent 5 100-second chunks were included. Because 316

of the redundancy in the transformer model input 317

as context values increase in length, the order of 318

the previous contexts is shuffled. Each context is 319

separated by the end of sentence, start of sentence 320

characters from the model tokenizer. 321

5 Methods and Results 322

We focus our exploration on BART as the base- 323

line model as this model has been investigated both 324

in incremental summarization and dialogue sum- 325

marization. For fine-tuning of abstractive mod- 326
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els, we fine-tune for a maximum of 25 epochs and327

choose the model resulting in the best ROUGE-1328

F-measure on the validation set. We use the fol-329

lowing configuration for all baseline models: learn-330

ing rate=0.0001, training batch size=4, and label331

smoothed negative log-likelihood loss. The maxi-332

mum sequence length is set to 1024. The models333

can generate summaries of the max length of 142334

tokens. For model training and inference, we use335

multiple machines with a combination of either336

an Intel(R) Xeon(R) or Intel(R) Xeon(R) Platinum337

8280 CPU and NVIDIA Titan X or Titan Xp GPU.338

All models were trained on 2 GPUs. For the pre-339

trained models, we use the BART-large-cnn model,340

from the Huggingface (Wolf et al., 2019) library.341

We retain the default model configurations. For342

all experimental conditions, we input the transcrip-343

tions of the extractives marked by crowd workers344

in the AMI-ITS dataset and n previous contexts.345

The order of the previous contexts are randomly346

shuffled when building the dataset. We evaluate347

models on their ability to generate the abstractive348

summaries similar to those provided by the crowd349

workers in the AMI-ITS dataset.350

5.1 Fine-tuning to dialogue351

We first investigate whether incremental temporal352

summarization is improved by fine-tuning a pre-353

trained summarization model, originally trained354

on CNN/DailyMail (CNN), to meeting dialogues355

and their respective abstractive summaries from the356

AMI corpus. As mentioned, news summarization357

often emphasize and leverages information from358

early in the news article; dialogue does not fol-359

low any systematic structure and the beginning of360

meetings may actually contain spurious informa-361

tion such as introductions and technical issues.362

Because the task is to summarize small chunks363

of dialogue, it is possible that the granularity of364

the AMI summaries, which is significantly less365

than required for 100 second time slices, not im-366

prove the performance over the baseline model.367

Thus we compare using the pretrained BART-large368

model, trained on CNN news articles (Hermann369

et al., 2015; Nallapati et al., 2016) to one that is370

fine-tuned on the AMI dataset (Carletta et al., 2005)371

(AMI). In all cases, we fine-tune on the training372

data portion of the AMI-ITS dataset and evaluate373

on the AMI-ITS test set. We also consider the im-374

portance of speaker role information by using role375

labels in the AMI dataset and role labels at test.376

and fine-tuning both models on AMI-ITS dialog 377

that contains role information. Baseline models are 378

evaluated by ROUGE scores (R1, R2 and RL)1 on 379

a testing set of the AMI-ITS dataset. 380

We conclude from table 2 that fine-tuning on the 381

AMI dataset may hurt performance on the AMI- 382

ITS dataset. It is unclear if role information affects 383

performance. The decrease in performance when 384

fine-tuning on AMI is likely due to the difference 385

in tasks–summarization of a full meeting versus 386

summarization of the last 100 seconds. We thus 387

use the pretrained BART CNN transformer for all 388

subsequent experiments. 389

model ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-L
CNN 47.61/34.14 15.28/11.21 29.07/20.36
CNNrole 47.85/33.80 15.47/11.01 29.17/20.07
AMI 45.27/35.42 14.38/11.14 28.16/21.34
AMIrole 45.71/33.85 13.89/10.15 27.89/20.10

Table 2: R1, R2, and RL scores (recall/precision) on the
AMI-TS dataset for BART trained on CNN/DailyMail
(CNN) or fine-tuned first on AMI (AMI). role indicates
speaker role information is part of the input.

5.2 Summaries vs extractive texts 390

As we add more and more previous contextual in- 391

formation to the model, the input length quickly ex- 392

ceeds the max length that the pretrained model can 393

process. In the case of the BART CNN/DailyMail 394

model, inputs larger than 1024 tokens are ignored. 395

This can be problematic when training and eval- 396

uating performance of the BART AMI-TS model 397

specifically because the model may be using the 398

text and summary information differently. We thus 399

ask whether model performance changes when we 400

truncate the input, preferring to maintain either 1) 401

extractive text information or 2) context informa- 402

tion. To investigate this question we consider input 403

representations that include extractive text and up 404

to 10 previous summaries where available. We then 405

test two model variants: one that will maintain the 406

extractive text to the exclusion of the summaries 407

and another than maintains the summaries to the 408

exclusion of the extractive text. Table 3 shows 409

that model performance is positively affected by 410

the availability of the extractive text than models 411

preferring previous summaries over current text in 412

terms of R1 recall. This highlights a difference 413

between human summarization and model summa- 414

rization as Manuvinakurike et al. (2021) showed 415

1R0UGE scores were calculated via rouge-score version
0.0.4 pypi.org/project/rouge-score/
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model ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-L
T-10 46.11/34.39 13.60/10.21 27.92/20.37
T-10role 45.35/34.47 13.90/10.78 27.92/20.62
C-10 44.23/36.37 14.25/12.12 27.47/22.21
C-10role 44.32/36.12 14.27/11.66 27.80/22.00

Table 3: R1, R2, and RL (recall/precision) scores for
models that selectively prefer extractive text over con-
texts (T-10) or contexts over extractive text (C-10) in
the case wher 10 contexts are used.

that human summaries were higher quality when416

previous contexts were supplied. For the rest of417

our experiments, we keep extractive text over sum-418

maries when the input length exceeds the maximum419

length of the model input.420

5.3 The effect of past summaries421

Our main research question focuses on to what422

extent previous (human) generated summaries im-423

prove the quality of the summaries. To explore this424

question, we construct model inputs that include a425

various number of previous temporal summaries.426

We consider models trained without and with role427

labels on the dialogue. Table 4 shows the result428

from this experiment. Generally, the quality of429

the summaries from a model trained on input with-430

out the role information does not improve with the431

addition of summary information when evaluated432

on ROUGE recall. We see a small improvement433

in ROUGE precision. It may seem non-intuitive434

that additional contexts does not improve ROUGE435

recall, but this result may be because the model436

receives large amounts of context information com-437

pared to dialogue, resulting in over-attendance to438

past summaries rather than current dialogue.439

In the case of a model trained with role labels440

on the dialogue, previous contextual information441

helps, up until a point. For improving recall, pro-442

viding the previous 5 summaries improves perfor-443

mance and surpasses model performance when no444

role labels are provided. Precision is also highest445

when context information of 3 previous summaries446

is included as input to the model. These results sug-447

gest that previous context is useful to these models448

but that distinguishing contexts from dialogue is449

important to model performance.450

5.4 Capturing context451

Given the challenges of dealing with input length452

while including past contexts, we explore ways453

to capture only the relevant information from the454

past summaries. In this section we describe the455

methods for capturing the context using keyphrase456

context ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-L
0 47.61/34.14 15.28/11.21 29.07/20.36
1 46.88/34.82 14.05/10.54 28.72/20.59
3 45.89/35.70 14.93/11.55 28.36/21.51
5 46.81/34.55 13.87/10.13 28.50/20.50
10 45.35/34.50 13.93/10.80 27.90/20.62

0role 47.85/33.80 15.47/11.01 29.17/20.07
1role 46.22/35.50 14.14/10.90 28.25/21.08
3role 45.34/36.58 14.33/11.56 27.70/21.85
5role 48.29/33.67 15.66/10.85 29.52/19.88
10role 46.65/34.52 14.28/10.54 28.35/20.44

Table 4: R1, R2, and RL scores (recall/precision) for
models trained with different numbers of contexts.

extraction and semantic role labels from the past 457

summaries. 458

Keyphrase extraction: For keyphrase extrac- 459

tion, we define the context as the 10 most important 460

words or phrases from past summaries. To extract 461

meaningful keyphrases from the human generated 462

summaries, we use a pre-trained BERT model, Key- 463

BERT (Grootendorst, 2020). This technique uses 464

BERT-embeddings (Devlin et al., 2018) and co- 465

sine similarity to find sub-phrases in a document 466

that are most similar to the full document itself. 467

We generate top-10 keyphrases (ranging between 468

1-5 words) for each previous summary and use 469

these keyphrases as past contexts. We use Maximal 470

Margin Relevance (MMR, Carbonell and Goldstein 471

(1998)) to reduce redundancy and increase diversity 472

in the keyphrases. All keywords for each context 473

are concatenated into one string and separated by 474

end/start tokens. Results from table 5 indicate that 475

keyphrase extraction improves ROUGE precision 476

values but does not improve recall. 477

model context ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-L
baseline 0 47.61/34.14 15.28/11.21 29.07/20.36
baselinerole 5 48.29/33.67 15.66/10.85 29.52/19.88

Keyphrase

1 44.57/37.11 13.35/11.23 26.85/21.90
3 43.51/36.81 13.52/11.61 27.01/22.35
5 46.61/34.70 14.39/10.86 28.53/20.75
10 46.66/35.33 13.68/10.42 28.42/20.84

Keyphraserole

1 46.54/37.10 14.96/12.07 28.01/21.74
3 44.05/37.58 13.65/11.74 27.32/22.84
5 46.92/34.79 15.52/11.52 29.78/21.45
10 42.50/36.97 13.03/11.47 26.29/22.26

Table 5: R1, R2, and RL scores (recall/precison) for
models trained with different amounts of past contexts
where contexts are defined as the top 10 keyphrases ex-
tracted via keyBERT. Bolded values indicate improve-
ment over baseline context models.

Semantic Role labeling: We next consider 478

whether semantic role labels can provide relevant 479

contextual information. Using semantic role la- 480

belers (SRL) for extracting semantic role informa- 481
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tion has shown promise, but remains largely un-482

explored (Yan and Wan, 2014; Trandabat, 2011).483

SRL helps extract important semantic information484

from the text in the form of Verb-Argument (&485

modifiers) which can serve as keywords to capture486

context. We extract semantic roles using Allennlp487

toolkit (Gardner et al., 2018) using a BERT-based488

model (Shi and Lin, 2019) trained on Ontonotes489

5.0 dataset (Pradhan et al., 2013). The model is490

used out-of-the-box to extract verbs, and for each491

verb we also extract the verb arguments, including492

agents, patient, causers, instrument, benefactive,493

attribute, experiencers, starting point and ending494

points. These are ARG0-4 tags from the Propbank495

scheme (Bonial et al., 2010).496

For Semantic Role Labeling (SRL) contexts, we497

try two types of extractions. One uses only the verb498

arguments as past contexts, another includes the499

verb, verb argument pairs. In all cases, the SRL500

output is concatenated into one string which is then501

separated by a start of sentence, end of sentence502

tokenizer pair. Results of the SRL extraction can503

be seen in table 6. We find the best performing504

model, of all models tested, is a model that uses the505

verb arguments of the three past contexts as context506

for the current dialogue. The performance is either507

better or on par with the baseline model regardless508

of which type of ROUGE measure and whether509

one considers recall or precision. Better precision,510

at the sake of recall, can be attained through SRL511

verb arguments of the previous 5 contexts. This512

strongly suggests a benefit of past contexts and that513

pre-processing the information of past contexts can514

be useful in increasing model performance.515

5.5 Auto-summarization516

In all of our experiments, we use human generated517

summaries as context. However, the transformer ar-518

chitecture trained with no past context information519

returns summaries of the last 100 seconds. Instead520

of requiring data collected via human-in-the-loop,521

we could instead use these automatically gener-522

ated summaries as context for the model. Table 7523

shows performance of 4 model variants trained ei-524

ther using human summaries or those automatically525

generated from the transformer architecture trained526

without previous summaries. In terms of recall,527

the human summaries result in better performance528

suggesting that a human-in-the-loop approach may529

result in better overall temporal summaries.530

model context ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-L
baseline 0 47.61/34.14 15.28/11.21 29.07/20.36
baselinerole 5 48.29/33.67 15.66/10.85 29.52/19.88

SRL

1 47.87/34.77 14.45/10.63 29.18/20.66
3 49.38/33.80 16.85/11.41 30.93/20.40
5 44.01/36.77 14.56/12.40 27.60/22.56
10 47.40/34.06 15.34/11.25 29.10/20.44

SRLverb

1 46.49/36.27 13.66/10.62 28.60/21.64
3 43.89/38.88 14.56/12.95 26.96/23.48
5 44.90/35.41 13.69/10.93 26.98/20.80
10 46.79/35.98 15.81/12.14 28.51/21.45

SRLrole

1 44.08/38.32 14.91/13.07 27.99/23.74
3 44.18/36.73 14.36/11.96 27.47/22.38
5 47.98/34.41 15.05/10.85 29.93/20.87
10 47.64/36.43 15.66/12.14 28.82/21.42

SRLverbrole

1 46.47/34.74 14.37/10.91 28.96/21.10
3 47.25/33.70 15.56/11.04 28.80/19.89
5 46.20/35.06 15.26/11.54 28.80/21.36
10 46.73/36.01 15.04/11.67 28.57/21.33

Table 6: R1, R2, and RL scores (recall/precision) for
models that are trained with past contexts from seman-
tic role labeling including verb object pair (SRLverb),
with SRL objects (SRL) only.

summaries context ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-L
human 5 46.81/34.55 13.87/10.13 28.50/20.50
auto 5 44.59/35.70 13.89/11.02 27.05/21.06
humanrole 5 48.29/33.67 15.66/10.85 29.52/19.88
autorole 5 46.67/36.50 14.07/11.18 28.66/21.95

Table 7: R1, R2, and RL scores (recall/precision) com-
paring human vs transformer generated summaries.

6 Discussion & Future work 531

In this work we present an analysis of the role of 532

past context on summarizing 100 seconds of tempo- 533

ral meeting dialogue. We explore, in depth, the way 534

in which past summaries can be used by a summa- 535

rization model to generate abstractive summaries. 536

Our work strongly suggests that context impacts 537

model performance. We also find the way in which 538

we represent previous summaries can impact met- 539

rics related to the quality of the abstractive sum- 540

maries. We show that in certain conditions human 541

generated summaries can improve over models 542

with no contextual information. We then show that 543

extracting meaningful content from past summaries 544

can further boost model performance. Specifically, 545

we found the verb arguments of a semantic role 546

labeler provides the most performance improve- 547

ment over our baseline models. We believe that 548

this result provides a new direction for temporal 549

summarization by suggesting that contextual in- 550

formation preceding the specific dialogue may be 551

informative for the model in generating summaries. 552

To further analyze the summaries generated by 553

the models we compare the summaries to the ex- 554

tractive text that was provided as input. Table 8 555

shows the ROUGE (Recall/Precision) measures for 556
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this comparison. We can make several observations557

from this table. We see that adding role information558

when there is no context helps improve the recall559

and precision (b,c in Table 8). We also observe that560

the human abstractive summaries (a) shows lowest561

recall and precision when compared to the extrac-562

tive input text than those achieved via our temporal563

summarization models. This indicates that humans564

are generating summaries using tokens not present565

in the input which presents unique challenge to the566

summarization models. Another important observa-567

tion we can make is that the precision of these mod-568

els is high, suggesting that words in the model’s569

abstract summary appear in the input. Recall, as570

expected, is low as many of the words in the input571

do not appear in the summary. We can also observe572

that adding more context information influences573

the SRL-based models in achieving better R2 &574

RL recall compared to the baseline.575

model context ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-L
(a) humans 18.73/49.62 5.09/12.91 10.84/28.65
(b) baseline 0 31.18/55.67 15.37/26.82 20.23/34.63
(c) baselinerole 0 31.88/58.16 15.87/28.01 20.38/36.14

(d) Keyword
1 29.79/65.13 15.57/33.15 19.30/40.79
10 27.55/55.47 11.89/23.59 17.65/34.54

(e) Keywordrole
1 29.50/61.41 14.59/29.71 18.02/36.39
10 28.33/64.43 14.80/33.34 18.89/41.70

(f) SRL
1 28.24/54.27 11.73/21.69 17.04/31.95
10 31.01/59.66 16.07/30.70 19.94/37.29

(g) SRLverb
1 26.51/54.12 10.55/20.67 16.42/32.55
10 29.25/58.46 15.28/29.84 18.94/36.48

(h) SRLrole
1 26.91/60.47 14.13/31.16 18.30/39.52
10 31.69/61.88 16.90/32.94 20.66/39.37

(i) SRLverbrole
1 27.79/54.39 11.82/21.66 17.69/33.00
10 30.74/60.84 14.67/28.74 18.91/36.16

Table 8: R1, R2, and RL scores (recall/precision) com-
paring model summaries to the extractive text of the
meeting transcripts with context of 1 & 10.

There are limitations and clear future directions576

of this work. First, the model architecture we ex-577

plored here is the standard BART summarization578

architecture. More recent models have achieved im-579

pressive performance on meeting summarizations580

(Feng et al., 2020; Zhu et al., 2020; Fabbri et al.,581

2021b). Exploring these architectures and adapting582

them for ITS scenario remains a promising avenue583

for the future work. This work also suggests that584

an architecture specifically aimed to capitalize on585

past summary information may be a promising line586

for our future work. When inspecting model perfor-587

mance, specifically when the role labels were not588

present, we found that the model tended to over-589

attend to previous contextual information. This590

may be mitigated by building an architecture that591

keeps dialogue and context information separate.592

Our work provides a rather simplistic HITL (Hu- 593

man in the loop) approach for summarization. In 594

this work, we integrate the summaries from the 595

past as input to the models. While, the approach is 596

simple, we have demonstrated that such a method 597

of integrating context information could help im- 598

prove the performance of the summarizer. Integrat- 599

ing human inputs into the inference pipeline is an 600

interesting area for future work. Eventually, this 601

system should be able to integrate human informa- 602

tion seamlessly, requiring more experiments and 603

analysis to understand how individuals are generat- 604

ing temporal summaries and how the model makes 605

use of the past context for prediction. 606

One of the challenges is evaluating the quality 607

of summaries in a scalable and automatic fash- 608

ion. The ROUGE metrics are widely adopted for 609

the purposes of summary evaluation (Lin, 2004). 610

While numerous automated evaluation metrics ex- 611

ist for measuring how closely the generated sum- 612

mary matches with the ground-truth (Fabbri et al., 613

2021a) a metric for ITS scenario needs further re- 614

search. Human evaluations are commonly adopted 615

for measuring the summary quality. However, such 616

an approach can be expensive and could also prove 617

to be noisy when deployed over crowdsourcing 618

environment. Recently Shapira et al. (2021) have 619

highlighted the issue and provided an interactive 620

evaluation of multi-document summaries. We in- 621

tend to explore other types of evaluations and hu- 622

man judgements on ITS datasets in the future. 623

Incremental Temporal summarization is an 624

emerging area of research and thus limited by data. 625

We base all our analysis on the AMI-ITS dataset 626

(Manuvinakurike et al., 2021). One aspect of this 627

dataset is that summaries are generated by indi- 628

viduals who are seeing the 3 previous summaries 629

generated by other crowdsource workers. These 630

workers may be influenced by these previous sum- 631

maries when generating their summaries of the 632

last 100 seconds. Because of this, the summaries 633

themselves may contain information about previ- 634

ous context making the addition of other contexts 635

redundant and altering the extendability of these re- 636

sults. In the future, we intend to analyse and better 637

understand how transformer models use previous 638

context as well as how individuals determine what 639

aspects of a meeting are important for incremental 640

summarization. 641
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